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Abstract 
Peer review is the "gold standard" for evaluating journal and 
conference papers, research proposals, on-going projects and 
university departments. However, it is widely believed that current 
systems are expensive, conservative and prone to various forms of 
bias. One form of bias identified in the literature is “social bias” linked 
to the personal attributes of authors and reviewers. To quantify the 
importance of this form of bias in modern peer review, we analyze 
three datasets providing information on the attributes of authors and 
reviewers and review outcomes: one from Frontiers - an open access 
publishing house with a novel interactive review process, and two 
from Spanish and international computer science conferences, which 
use traditional peer review. We use a random intercept model in 
which review outcome is the dependent variable, author and reviewer 
attributes are the independent variables and bias is defined by the 
interaction between author and reviewer attributes. We find no 
evidence of bias in terms of gender, or the language or prestige of 
author and reviewer institutions in any of the three datasets, but 
some weak evidence of regional bias in all three. Reviewer gender and 
the language and prestige of reviewer institutions appear to have little 
effect on review outcomes, but author gender, and the characteristics 
of author institutions have moderate to large effects. The 
methodology used cannot determine whether these are due to 
objective differences in scientific merit or entrenched biases shared by 
all reviewers.
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Introduction
Peer review is the “gold standard” for the evaluation of journal and 
conference papers, research proposals, on-going projects and uni-
versity departments and there is a strong consensus in the scientific 
community that it improves the quality of scientific publications1,2. 
As reported by Armstrong, “journal peer review is commonly 
believed to reduce the number of errors in published work, to serve 
readers as a signal of quality and to provide a fair way to allocate 
journal space”3. Surveys of authors and expert reviewers4–6 support 
this view. However, many members of the scientific community 
also believe that peer review is expensive, conservative and prone 
to bias2,7–18. Critics point to the major delays it introduces into the 
publication process17,19, to biases against particular categories of 
papers (e.g. studies challenging conventional wisdom20; replication 
studies21,22 and studies reporting negative results12,23), to the unreli-
ability of the review process23–25, to its inability to detect errors and 
fraud26, and to unethical practices by editors and reviewers27,28.

Another common criticism of peer review is that review results 
are not determined exclusively by scientific merit, but also by the 
social and demographic characteristics of authors and reviewers. In 
some cases, these effects may constitute a form of social bias. For 
instance, reviewers may give different scores to papers of equal merit 
by authors with different personal characteristics (e.g. gender, geo-
graphical origin, language, institutional affiliation). Differences may 
also be determined by the interaction between author and reviewer 
characteristics, i.e. by biases of reviewers with specific attributes 
for or against particular categories of author. Finally, reviewers 

with different personal characteristics could score the same paper 
differently. Although this would not constitute bias, it would mean 
that the make-up of the review panel for a paper would affect its 
score, independently of its scientific merit – an undesirable result.

Studies of the effect of potential bias against authors with specific 
characteristics have focused on gender. For example, 29 reports 
that the introduction of double blind review in the journal Behav-
ioral Ecology led to an increase in the number of accepted papers 
with female first authors, compared to five similar journals where 
reviewers were not blinded to author gender. In the same spirit, a 
widely cited study of grant awards in Sweden30 suggests that propos-
als from male candidates receive systematically higher evaluations 
than those from female candidates with similar academic records, a 
result confirmed by a recent follow-up study15. A meta-analysis of 
21 studies of peer review to assess research applications or applica-
tions for post-graduate fellowships also found robust gender effects 
on peer review results31. All these findings suggest that gender bias 
is real. However, other studies reached opposite conclusions. For 
instance, Budden’s study of Behavioral Ecology was later contested 
by 32, who found no significant difference between journals that 
adopted double blind and single blind review. Similarly, a study 
by Braisher and colleagues suggested that publication success in 
Nature and Science is unrelated to gender33.

Studies of potential bias with respect to other author characteris-
tics (e.g. bias for or against authors from particular geographical 
areas, language bias, bias in favor of authors from high prestige 
institutions) have been less frequent but have also produced con-
trasting results, comprehensively reviewed by Lee and colleagues34. 
A study by Tregenza reports that review results vary with the coun-
try of origin of the author35. Marsh and colleagues36, show that 
grant applications from authors in high-ranking Australian univer-
sities are accepted more frequently than applications from authors 
in lower-ranked institutions. However, the authors of these studies 
agree that these differences do not in themselves constitute proof 
of bias and could simply reflect differences in scientific merit, as 
discussed in 31.

More convincingly, for the purposes of this paper, Peters and Ceci37 
report a quasi-experiment demonstrating that papers by authors 
from high-prestige institutions have a significantly higher chance 
of acceptance than similar papers by authors with less prestigious 
affiliations, and participants in surveys of authors are reported to 
believe in such an effect38. This finding is supported by a study 
of papers submitted to scientific sessions at the American Heart 
Association’s annual research meeting39, which shows, not only 
that mean review scores for papers by authors from institutions in 
non-English-speaking countries and from institutions of low aca-
demic prestige, are lower than those for papers by authors from 
English speaking countries, and from higher prestige institutions but 
also that these differences are lower in reviews where the reviewers 
have been blinded to authors’ identities and affiliations. This is evi-
dence that review scores may indeed be affected by social bias.

Additional evidence can be obtained by studying the interaction 
between author and reviewer characteristics. For instance, an 
experimental study by Lloyd40, reports that manuscripts with 
female author names have a far higher acceptance rate when they 

            Amendments from Version 1

This revised version of our manuscript contains the following 
revisions, partly addressing issues raised by reviewers, partly 
addressing issues we found ourselves while reviewing the 
previous version. We have: 

•	 Reorganized the introduction to our paper, in line with 
suggestions from reviewer 1.

•	 Corrected a problem with the datasets from IEEE (Spain) 
and IEEE (International), where 9 articles were assigned 
two first authors, one of which was ignored in our previous 
analysis, and repeated all statistical analyses using these 
datasets.

•	 Included rows for missing values in all our data files.

•	 Corrected problems with the automatic assignment of 
university rankings in the IEEE (Spain) and the IEEE 
(International) datasets.

•	 Conducted a sampling study to quantify remaining errors in 
our data cleansing process.

•	 Corrected a number of typos - in particular missing rows 
and duplicate data in Data File 7.

•	 Calculated effect sizes for all reported effects, and 
discussed their practical significance.

•	 Answered a number of specific points raised by reviewers.

None of these corrections affects the conclusions of our study.

See referee reports

REVISED
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are reviewed by female rather than male reviewers (62% vs. 21%) 
and that female reviewers accept papers with male author names 
less frequently than male authors (62% vs. 10%). Link has shown 
that while US and non-US authors both give higher scores to US 
than to non-US authors, the difference is significantly higher when 
the reviewer comes from the USA41. Similarly, Jayasinghe and col-
leagues report that papers by Australian authors are more likely to 
be accepted by Australian reviewers than by reviewers from other 
countries42. Again however, not all the evidence points in the same 
direction. For instance, Marsh and colleagues’ previously cited 
study of Australian review practices36 finds no interaction between 
researcher and reviewer gender.

Compared to evidence for social bias with respect to author charac-
teristics and interaction effects, support for systematic differences 
in scoring behaviour by reviewers with different characteristics is 
relatively weak. An experimental study by Gilbert and colleagues 
finds that the distribution of review scores given by male review-
ers were broader (i.e. more extreme) than the distribution of scores 
from female reviewers43. However, the sample size was small and 
the effect was observed only for “statistics reviewers” and not for 
“content reviewers”. Marsh has shown that US reviewers asked to 
review Australian grant applications give higher review scores than 
reviewers from other countries36. A study by Wing and colleagues 
reports that female reviewers were less likely than men to accept 
or accept with minor revisions, producing a higher proportion of 
reviews that external assessors judged to be very good or exception-
ally good44. By contrast, a study by Caelleigh and colleagues shows 
no significant effect of reviewer gender45.

Attempts to remedy potential biases present in traditional peer 
review have led to a diversification of peer review practices, for 
instance through the use of author-blind and non-selective review, 
the removal of traditional reviewer anonymity, and the introduc-
tion of various forms of community review. To date, however, 
there have been few attempts to measure their effectiveness. Fur-
thermore, many past studies of bias in peer review are relatively 
old and it is not clear whether or how far biases detected in the 
past have been affected by changes in social attitudes. In response 
to these concerns, we analyze data for the peer review systems 
used in Frontiers (an open access publishing house which uses a 
novel interactive review process), three computer science confer-
ences (CAEPIA2003, JITEL2007, and SINTICE07) held in Spain 
between 2003 and 2007 and four international computer science 

conferences (AH2002, AIED2003, ICALP2002 and UMAP2011), 
held between 2002 and 2011.

Frontiers
Frontiers is a large open access scientific publisher, which published 
its first journal in 2007. In January 2015, Frontiers had a portfolio 
of 49 open-access journals with over 50,000 researchers serving on 
its editorial boards and more than 380 academic specialty sections. 
Papers are published within these sections. Each paper is assigned 
to a scientist acting as the editor who coordinates the review 
process, and is responsible for publication/rejection decisions. 
Reviewers are selected automatically, based on the match between 
their individual specialties, and key words in articles submitted for 
review (or can also be assigned manually by the editor). During the 
review process, reviewers remain anonymous. However, accepted 
papers carry the names of their reviewers. This gives reviewers a 
strong incentive not to accept papers before they have reached a 
good level of quality.

The Frontier’s review system is designed not so much to select 
papers as to improve the quality of papers in a collaborative, 
interactive dialog between authors (whose identities and affilia-
tions are available to reviewers) and reviewers (who at this stage 
of the process are anonymous). In other words, Frontiers adopts a 
single blind review process. At the beginning of the review proc-
ess, in which the reviewers review submitted papers independ-
ently of each other, they are asked to answer a series of open 
questions concerning different aspects of the paper (see Table 1). 
The precise set of questions depends on the nature of the paper 
(original research, review paper, etc.). Authors answer reviewer 
questions through an interactive forum. This possibility reduces 
misunderstandings and can significantly accelerate the submission 
process.

In the initial, non-interactive phase of the review process, review-
ers can express their overall evaluation of the paper on a range of 
numerical scales (see Figure 1). However, the use of these scales 
is not mandatory. Nowhere in the process do papers receive an 
aggregate numerical score. The final decision to accept or reject 
a paper is taken by the journal editor, based on the overall results 
of the interactive review process. Acceptance rates are high. Of the 
papers in the Frontiers database that had reached a final publication/ 
rejection decision on the date when we extracted the data, 91.5% 
were published and only 8.5% were rejected.

Table 1. Sample of questions to reviewers used in the Frontiers review process.

1) Are there any objective errors in the results? If yes, please specify.

2) Is the work ethical in your opinion?

3) Was the research carried out in accordance with established animal use practices?

4) Is any use of human subjects performed according to acceptable standards?

5) Has the clinical trial been registered in a public trials registry?

6) Should an accession number of nucleotide/amino acid sequences be included?

7) Should an accession number for microarray data be included?

8) Does the article describe experiments using a select agent or toxin?
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IEEE (Spain) and IEEE (international)
The conferences in these two datasets all used WebConf (http://
WebConf.iaia.lcc.uma.es), a computerized system for managing the 
submission and review of conference papers. WebConf was devel-
oped by a team from Malaga University led by one of the authors 
(RC). WebConf implements a classical review process similar to 
the processes used by Springer, Elsevier and other large commer-
cial publishers. Conference contributions are usually reviewed by 
three independent reviewers, occasionally by two or four. Review-
ers are chosen by the conference program chair, who draws on a 
database of potential experts called the program committee. In 
general, the program committee is made up of authors who have 
previously submitted papers in a particular area of research and 
have expressed their willingness to act as reviewers. The WebConf 
system suggests a list of potential reviewers based on the degree of 
matching between paper topics and reviewers field of expertise. The 
final selection is based on the judgment of the program chair.

Reviewers express their opinion of a paper in a conference-specific 
review form in which they assign scores to the paper on a number of 
separate scales, covering key areas of evaluation (typically including 
soundness, originality, clarity etc.) and textual comments. Scores 
on individual scales are usually expressed in terms of categories 
(typically: poor, fair, good, excellent). The final publication deci-
sion depends on the program chair. If one of the reviewers expresses 
a strongly negative view of a paper, it will typically be rejected. In 
cases where there is a very significant difference in reviewers’ opin-
ions, the program chair can ask for an additional review. Accept-
ance rates vary between a minimum of 29.3% and a maximum of 
87%. The combined acceptance rate for the seven conferences in 
the WebConf database was 57.9%.

Methods
Data
Frontiers. The Frontiers database includes details of all authors and 
reviewers for all scientific papers submitted to Frontiers (N=8,565) 
between June 25, 2007 and March 19, 2012, the name of the journal 
to which the paper was submitted, the article type (review, original 
research etc.), the name and institutional affiliations of the authors 
and reviewers of specific papers, individual reviewers scores for the 

summary scales shown in Figure 1, and the overall review result 
(accepted/rejected). At the time of the analysis, 2,926 papers had 
not completed the review process and were excluded. In another 
1,089 cases, reviewers had not assigned numerical scores to the 
paper, which could not therefore be considered. Our final analy-
sis used 9,618 reviews, for 4,549 papers. Most of the papers in 
the database come from the life sciences. The majority of authors 
and reviewers come from Western Europe and Northern America. 
However, the database contains a substantial number of authors and 
reviewers from other parts of the world.

Spanish computer science conferences (IEEE-Spain). This data-
set includes details of 1,131 reviews referring to 411 papers submit-
ted to three IEEE conferences (CAEPIA2003, SINTICE2007 and 
JTEL2007). The majority of authors and reviewers for these papers 
come from institutions in Spain and Portugal. The data provided 
include the name of the conference to which the contribution was 
submitted, the type of contribution (poster, short paper, full paper 
etc.) the name, gender and institutional affiliations of the authors 
and reviewers of specific contributions, individual reviewers scores 
and the final decision (accepted/rejected). All the papers in the data-
base are in the area of computer science.

International computer science conferences (IEEE-International). 
This dataset provides data for 2,194 reviews, referring to 793 com-
puter science papers submitted to four IEEE conferences (AH2002, 
AIED2003, ICALP2002 and UMAP2011), managed using WebConf 
and involving authors and reviewers from all over the world. This 
dataset provided the same data collected for IEEE-Spain.

Normalization of author and reviewer names
Names of authors and reviewers were canonized: accent and sym-
bols were removed; double spaces replaced by single spaces, and 
upper-case characters replaced with lower-case characters. Names 
were rewritten in the normalized form <first name, last name>. 
Intermediate names were omitted. The only role of names in our 
analysis was to allow identification of author and reviewer gender 
in the case of the Frontiers dataset. Any errors would thus have only 
a limited effect on the analysis of gender bias for this dataset. Qual-
ity controls on automated gender assignment are described below.

Ratings

Quality of the research approach: poor excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

poor

poor

poor

poor

poor

poor

Quality of the methods:

Quality of the writing:

Quality of the figure(s):

Quality of the table(s):

Novelty of the research results:

Significance of the research results:

Figure 1. Summary scales used in the Frontiers review system.
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Normalization of institution names
Names of institutions (universities, research institutions, compa-
nies) were canonized as above. After normalization, the name of 
the institution was recoded using the first three words in the full 
name. The only use of names of institutions in the analysis was to 
infer their Shanghai ranking. Quality controls on the attribution of 
Shanghai ranking are described below.

Gender assignment
Neither the Frontiers nor the WebConf databases included data 
for author and reviewer gender. In the Frontiers case, gender 
was inferred semi-automatically in a multistep process. First we 
matched the first names contained in our database to an open source 
dictionary providing genders for more than 40,000 first names used 
in different countries (gender-1.0.0.tgz, downloadable from http://
pecl.php.net/package/gender). We then used volunteers of different 
nationalities (Chinese, Egyptian, Indian, Japanese, Korean, Turkish) 
to assign genders to first names not contained in the dictionary. 
Additional names were assigned by manually searching for specific 
authors and reviewers on Google and Facebook. At the end of this 
process, we were able to assign genders to 96.4% of authors and 
87.1% of reviewers. The majority of unassigned names were Asian 
(mainly Chinese). Genders for WebConf authors and reviewers 
were inferred manually, with no missing values in the dataset.

To test the reliability of the two procedures and the impact of pos-
sible errors, we randomly selected 125 authors and 125 review-
ers for each data set, searched the web sites of their respective 
institutions to find their genders, and compared them against those 
generated through our automatic process. For the Frontiers dataset, 
the analysis showed an error rate of 7.5% mostly due to assign-
ment of female gender to authors and reviewers who were actually 
male. The error rate for the IEEE Spanish and the IEEE interna-
tional datasets were much lower (0.0% and 5.2% respectively). The 
difference was probably due to the broader range of countries (and 
“unusual” first names) in the Frontiers dataset. For reasons we will 
consider in the discussion, errors in gender assignment are unlikely 
to have influenced the conclusions of our study.

Assignment of countries/geographical area/English vs. 
non-English speaking
To analyze potential country, regional and language biases, we 
assigned each author and reviewer to the country of the institu-
tion to which they were affiliated, as listed in the original datasets. 
Authors and reviewers with multiple affiliations were assigned to 
the country of the first affiliation listed. In the Frontiers dataset, we 
deduced country information from the affiliation given by authors 
and reviewers. Since 9.0% of reviews lacked information on first 
author affiliation and 5.3% lacked the information for reviewers, 
it was not possible to deduce the geographical location or the lan-
guage of their affiliated institutions. In the IEEE (Spain) and the 
IEEE (International) datasets, authors and reviewers provided 
country data information directly and the number of missing values 
was <1.0% in both cases. The geographical region and language of 
authors’ and reviewers affiliated institutions were determined using 
the country information. USA, UK, Scotland, N. Ireland, Ireland, 
Australia, Canada, and New Zealand were classified as English-
speaking countries. All other countries were classed as non-English 
speaking.

University rankings
Authors’ and reviewers’ affiliated institutions were classified in 
terms of their position in the 2012 Shanghai academic ranking of 
world universities for the life sciences (http://www.shanghairank-
ing.com/FieldLIFE2012.html) (Frontiers) and for computer sci-
ences (http://www.shanghairanking.com/SubjectCS2012.html) 
(WEBCONF). The institution names in the Shanghai ranking were 
normalized using the same procedure used to normalize institution 
names in the three datasets (see above). To check the quality of our 
automatic assignment of university ranking, we extracted a random 
sample of 125 universities from each dataset and checked the uni-
versity ranking manually, finding error rates of 11.2% for Frontiers, 
and 9.6% for IEEE (International). The IEEE (Spain) dataset was 
excluded from the analysis for other reasons (see below).

Calculation of review scores
Frontiers. The Frontiers review process produces a very low rejec-
tion rate. This means that the database used for our study contained 
relatively few rejected papers (N=478). To create a more informa-
tive indicator of reviewers’ evaluations, we computed for each paper 
the average of the scores expressed by each individual reviewer for 
each of the summary scales shown in Figure 1 (one mean score 
for each reviewer). A comparison between the distributions of 
scores for rejected and published papers (see Figure 2) clearly 
demonstrates the validity of the indicator. However, it should be 
noted that the indicator is a construction of the authors and played 
no role in the review process.

WebConf. The WebConf system asks each reviewer to assign an 
overall score to the paper he/she has just reviewed. Scores are 
expressed on a scale of 0 to 10.

Statistical analysis
For the purposes of the study, we define bias as the interaction terms 
δ

ij
 in the random intercept model:

y = b + µ
ij
 + β

ij
A

i
 + γ

ij
R

j
 + δ

ij
A

i
R

j
 + ε                                           (1)

where y denotes the score given in the review, b denotes the random 
intercept, i indexes properties of authors, j indexes properties of 
reviewers, and ε is the error term. This method is similar but not 
identical to the method proposed in 46.

Given a factor F, such as region, the variables A
i
 and R

j
 are indica-

tor (dummy) variables indicating that the first author and reviewer 
belong to categories i and j of factor F, respectively, that is:

IF one author belongs to category i of F, A
i
=1, ELSE A

i
=0         (2)

AND

IF one reviewer belongs to category j of F, R
j
=1, ELSE R

j
=0        (3)

Thus β
ij
 is the fixed effect of author category, γ

ij
 is the fixed effect 

of reviewer category and δ
ij
 is the fixed effect of the interaction 

between author and reviewer category. Since the expected value of 
the random intercept b is 0, the fixed effects allow us to estimate the 
following mean scores:
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G
ij
 = µ

ij
 + β

ij
 + γ

ij
 + δ

ij
   author in category i, reviewer in category j

G
i ǰ

= µ
ij
 + β

ij
                author in category i, reviewer not in category j

G
ǐ j
= µ

ǐ j
 + γ

ij
                author not in category i, reviewer in category j

G
ǐ ǰ

 = µ
ij
                       author not in category i, reviewer not in category j.

We define bias B
ij
 of reviewers from category j of factor F towards 

authors from category i by the expression:

B
ij
 = (G

ij
 – G

iǰ
) – (G

ǐ j
 – G

ǐ ǰ
) = δ

ij
                                                (4)

Since the intercept and main effects cancel out, bias is the interac-
tion term δ

ij
 and does not depend on the main effects β

ij
 and γ

ij
. In 

other words, it is independent of any general tendency of authors in 
category i to write better papers than other authors, or of any ten-
dency of reviewers in category to give generally higher scores. In 
this setting, reviewers from category j are biased in favor of authors 
from category i, if B

ij
 > 0 and are biased against authors from cat-

egory i if B
ij
 < 0. Bias is significant at a level α, if we can reject the 

null hypothesis:

H
0
 : B

ij
 = 0

Otherwise, we assume absence of bias.

The majority of papers in our databases had multiple authors. In 
preliminary studies, we explored statistical models that used this 
data in different ways: (i) the model used only the properties of the 
first author, (ii) the model used only the properties of the last author, 
(iii) the model considered the properties of all the authors. The 
three approaches yielded similar results (data not shown). In what 
follows, we apply the first method, unless otherwise stated.

Example
To illustrate the concept of bias defined in (4), consider a factor 
with two levels such as gender. Let i and j denote female (F), and  
ǐ  and ǰ  male (M). Then the terms G

ij
 = G

FF 
, G

i ǰ
 = G

FM 
, G

ǐ j
 = G

MF 
, 

and G
ǐ ǰ

 = G
MM

, have the following meanings:

G
FF

 : mean score when first author and reviewer are female

G
FM

 : mean score when first author is female and reviewer is male

G
MF

 : mean score when first author is male and reviewer is female

G
MM

 : mean score when first author and reviewer are male

If we assumed that papers by female authors have the same quality 
as papers by male authors,

G
FF

 – G
FM

 > 0                                                                                (5)

would imply that female reviewers are biased in favor of female 
authors and

G
MF

 – G
MM

 > 0                                                                               (6)

would imply that female reviewers are biased in favor of male 
authors.

However, we cannot make this assumption. We therefore conclude 
that female reviewers are biased for or against female authors 
(B

FF
 ≠ 0), only if (5) and (6), yield different results. If both are 

equal and positive, we conclude that females give higher scores 
than men regardless of the gender of the author. If female review-
ers have a positive bias, this always implies a negative bias on the 
part of male reviewers and vice versa. By construction, this method 
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Figure 2. Distribution of reviewer scores for published and rejected papers in the Frontiers dataset.
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cannot detect biases shared by all reviewers (e.g. a bias against 
female authors, or authors from a particular geographical region, 
shared by all reviewers, regardless of gender or geographical origin).

It should also be noted that, in our example, if B = (G
FF

 – G
FM

) – 
(G

MF
 – G

MM
) > 0, the following statements are equivalent: 

• Female reviewers are biased in favor of female authors

• Female reviewers are biased against male authors

• Male reviewers are biased against female authors

• Male reviewers are biased in favor of male authors

Similarly, if 

• Female reviewers are biased against female authors

• Female reviewers are biased in favor of male authors

• Male reviewers are biased in favor of female authors

• Male reviewers are biased against male authors

Given the low number of rejections in our datasets, it was not pos-
sible to measure author, reviewer and interaction effects on the 
acceptance and rejection of papers but only on review scores. Effect 
sizes were measured using Cohen’s d, which provides a standard-
ized measure of the differences between two means. It is generally 
believed that effect sizes of 0.2 or smaller are small, that effect sizes 
of around 0.5 are medium and that effects >=0.8 are large. How-
ever, the practical impact of an effect of a given size depends on 
the size of the reference population. Issues related to the practical 
impact of our findings will be addressed in the discussion.

Results
Gender
The automatic gender assignment program described earlier 
assigned genders to first authors and reviewers for 8,024 reviews 
from Frontiers, 1,131 from IEEE (Spain) and 2,194 from IEEE 
(International). The relative proportions of male first authors and 
reviewers (male authors: 71.9% – 75.0%; male reviewers: 75.1% 
–79.3%) were similar in all three datasets. In the Frontiers and IEEE 
(International) datasets, means scores for male first authors were 
significantly higher than those for female first authors (Frontiers:  
difference=0.07, p=0.034, d=0.1; IEEE International: differ-
ence=0.28, p=0.001, d=0.2). The IEEE (Spain) dataset showed the 
same pattern but the difference was not significant (difference=0.40, 
p=0.29, d=0.3). Reviewer gender had no significant effect on review 
scores in any of the datasets, nor did the interaction between author 
and reviewer gender have a significant effect in any of the datasets. 
In brief, none of the datasets showed evidence of gender bias. The 
significance of these results will be examined in the discussion. 
Complete data for the analysis can be found in Data Files 1–4.

Region
The analysis examined the role of the region of first author and 
reviewer institutions in determining review scores, and tested for 
possible regional bias. Authors and reviewers were grouped into 
11 geographical regions (Africa, Australia/New Zealand, Central 

America/Caribbean, Central Asia, Eastern Asia, Eastern Europe, 
Middle East/North Africa, South America, Southern Asia, Southern 
Europe, and Western Europe) according to the location of their 
respective institutions. To avoid problems with the convergence of 
the mixed model algorithm and to guarantee the statistical power of 
the analysis, pairs of first author/reviewer regions with less than 30 
reviews were discarded. Distributions of author and reviewer regions 
differed significantly among the three datasets. In the Frontiers  
and International IEEE datasets, the majority of authors and review-
ers came from institutions in North America and Western Europe, 
while the majority of authors and reviewers in the Spanish IEEE 
dataset came from institutions in Southern Europe.

In all three datasets, differences between the scores of first authors 
from different regions were statistically significant, even after appli-
cation of the Bonferroni correction for multiple hypothesis testing 
(see Table 2). In the Frontiers dataset, authors from North America 
scored significantly higher than authors from all other regions and 
authors from Eastern Europe, Southern Asia, and Southern Europe 
scored significantly lower. In the IEEE (Spain) dataset, authors from 
Southern Europe scored significantly higher than authors from other 
regions. In the IEEE (international dataset), authors from North 
America again scored significantly higher than authors from other 
regions, and authors from Southern Europe scored lower. Effect 
sizes were small to moderate (Cohen’s d between 0.1 and 0.7).

Differences in scores linked to the geographical location of reviewer 
institutions were rare (see Table 3). In the Frontiers dataset, South 
American reviewers gave scores that were significantly higher than 
those given by reviewers from other regions, even after application 
of the Bonferroni correction. In the IEEE (Spain) dataset, there 
were no significant differences in the scores given by reviewers 
from institutions in different regions (not shown). In the IEEE 
(International) dataset reviewers from Australia/NZ gave scores that 
were significantly higher than the average for reviewers from other 
regions. In all cases, effect sizes were small to moderate (Cohen’s d 
in the range 0.1–0.5). The number of reviews whose scores may 
have been affected was small (1.7% of reviews for Frontiers, none 

for IEEE-Spain, 6.1% for IEEE-International). 

To test for bias, we applied the random intercept model to all 
author/review region pairs with more than 30 reviews (see Table 4). 
After application of the Bonferroni correction, the Frontiers data-
set showed no evidence of interaction between author and reviewer 
region and the other two datasets showed only very limited evi-
dence (IEEE – Spain: strong bias of reviewers from S. Europe in 
favor of authors from E. Asia; IEEE – International: strong bias 
of North American reviewers in favor of authors from Eastern 
Asia). However, the proportion of reviews potentially affected by 
these biases was small (None for Frontiers, 4.1% of papers for 
IEEE-Spain, 1.4% for IEEE-International). None of the datasets 
showed evidence for regional biases previously reported in the lit-
erature (e.g. bias of North American reviewers in favor of North 
American authors; bias of Australian reviewers in favour of 
Australian authors). We conclude that regional biases, while some-
times large, are idiosyncratic to particular review systems, and 
probably have only a limited effect on review results. Full data for 
the analysis can be found in Data Files 5–8. 
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Table 3. Differences in mean scores for reviewers from institutions in different geographical 
regions with respect to all other regions. Tables shows data with uncorrected p<=0.05. * shows 
significant bias after application of the Bonferroni correction for multiple hypothesis testing (Frontiers 
α = 0.005; IEEE-Spain α < 0.0125; IEEE-International α < 0.0028).

Frontiers Bonferroni corrected alpha=0.005

N Mean score region Mean score other regions p-value Cohen’s d

South America 166 7.76 7.39 0.001* 0.3

IEEE (International) Bonferroni corrected alpha=0.005 

Australia/NZ 135 6.08 5.63 <0.001* 0.4

Southern Asia 40 6.21 5.65 0.015 0.5

Western Europe 935 5.57 5.73 0.009 0.1

Table 2. Differences in mean scores for first authors from institutions in different geographical 
regions with respect to all other regions. Tables shows all data with uncorrected p<=0.05. * shows 
significant bias after application of the Bonferroni correction for multiple hypothesis testing (Frontiers 
α = 0.005; IEEE-Spain α < 0.0125; IEEE-International α < 0.0028).

Frontiers Bonferroni corrected alpha=0.005

N Mean score region Mean score other regions p-value Cohen’s d

Eastern Asia 501 7.20 7.40 0.009 0.2

Eastern Europe 82 6.85 7.40 0.003* 0.4

North America 3,733 7.50 7.32 <0.001* 0.1

Southern Asia 86 6.71 7.40 <0.001* 0.5

Southern Europe 705 7.21 7.41 0.003* 0.1

IEEE Spain Bonferroni corrected alpha=0.0125 

Central America 40 5.37 6.11 0.014 0.6

Eastern Asia 49 5.57 6.11 0.046 0.4

South America 36 5.37 6.11 0.017 0.6

Southern Europe 976 6.20 5.39 <0.001* 0.7

IEEE (International) Bonferroni corrected alpha=0.006 

Eastern Asia 161 5.22 5.67 0.039 0.4

North America 503 6.11 5.50 <0.001* 0.5

Southern Europe 441 5.29 5.72 0.004* 0.4

Language
We hypothesized that reviewers could be biased against papers 
written by authors who were not native English speakers. We, there-
fore, analyzed potential reviewer bias for and against papers whose 
first authors came or did not come from institutions in English-
speaking countries. As a further test, we analyzed potential bias for 
and against papers, which had, or did not have, at least one author 
belonging to an institution in an English-speaking country.

The Frontiers and the IEEE (International) datasets both included 
large numbers of authors and reviewers from institutions in native 
English-speaking, and from non-English-speaking countries. In con-
trast, approximately 97% of the authors and reviewers in the IEEE 
(Spain) dataset came from Spain. Since none of the papers with an 
English-language first author, and only one paper with at least one 
English author, were reviewed by an English-language reviewer, it 

was not possible to measure bias using the random intercept model. 
This dataset was therefore discarded from the subsequent analysis.

In the remaining datasets, papers with a first author from an insti-
tution in a non-English-speaking country scored significantly 
lower that papers with first authors from institutions in an English 
speaking country, regardless of whether they were reviewed by 
native English-speaking or non-native English speaking reviewers 
(Frontiers: difference=-0.25, p<0.001, d=0.2; IEEE International: 
difference=-0.54, p<0.001, d=0.5). Reviewer language had no 
significant effect on score (Frontiers: difference=0.03, p=0.35; 
d=0.0); IEEE International: difference=0.01; p=0.80, d=0.0). In 
neither case did we find a significant interaction between author 
and reviewer language (not shown). Results for papers with at least 
one author from an institution in an English-speaking country were 
similar. Details of the analysis are shown in Data Files 9–11.
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Ranking of author and reviewer institutions
Reviewers from institutions with high academic prestige could be 
biased in favor of authors from other high prestige institutions and 
against authors from lower ranking institutions. To test this possibil-
ity, we classified all authors and reviewers in the three datasets by 
the position of their institutions in the Shanghai classifications, as 
described earlier. The Frontiers and the IEEE International datasets 
both contained significant numbers of authors and reviewers from 
universities in all three categories. However, a large majority of 
authors and reviewers in the IEEE Spain dataset came from univer-
sities in category 3. Given the lack of data for authors and reviewers 
from higher-ranking institutions, this dataset was excluded from the 
subsequent analysis.

In the Frontiers dataset, authors from universities in category 1 
scored significantly higher than authors from category 2 (differ-
ence=0.17, p=0.010, d=0.1) and from category 3 (difference=0.22, 
p<0.001, d=0.2), regardless of the origin of the reviewer. No 
significant difference was observed between the scores of authors 
in category 2 and 3. In the IEEE International dataset, authors from 
universities in categories 1 and 2 received similar scores and both 
scored significantly higher than authors in category 3 (category 1: 
difference in scores=0.74, p=<0.001, d=0.6; category 2: difference 
in scores=0.66, p=<0.001, d=0.6).

In the Frontiers dataset, there was no significant difference between 
the scores given by reviewers in different categories. The IEEE 
(International) data showed no significant differences between 
scores from reviewers affiliated to institutions in category 1 and 
category 2 or 3 but a significant difference between scores from 
reviewers in category 2 and 3 (difference in scores=0.20, p=0.008, 
d=0.2). Neither dataset showed a significant interaction between 
the prestige of author and reviewer institutions. Full details of the 
analysis are given in Data Files 12–14.

Discussion
The results of the study (see Table 5) show that the scores received by 
papers in peer review depend strongly on the characteristics of the first 
author (gender, geographical location, language and prestige of the 
author’s institution). In summary, male authors receive higher scores 
than female authors, authors from some geographical regions receive 
higher scores than authors from others; authors from institutions in 
English-speaking countries receive higher scores than authors in non-
English-speaking countries; authors from high prestige institutions 
receive higher scores than authors from lower-prestige institutions. In 
several cases effect sizes were relatively large (Cohen’s d in the range 
0.5–0.7). In contrast, we find little evidence that scores are affected 
by the personal characteristics of reviewers, no significant interac-
tions between author and reviewer gender, language, and institutional 
prestige and only sporadic interactions between author and reviewer 
region. In brief, the study provides little evidence for social bias, in 
the sense in which it is defined in our study (see below).

The finding that author characteristics have a significant effect on 
review scores is compatible with two distinct explanatory hypoth-
eses. The first is that papers submitted by authors with a particular 
characteristic (e.g. authors from institutions in a particular region) 
are, on average, of higher scientific merit than papers by authors 
with different characteristics (e.g. authors from institutions in other 
regions). The second is that reviewers share a general bias against 
authors with particular characteristics, regardless of their own per-
sonal attributes (e.g. reviewers from institutions in English and non-
English speaking countries share a bias against authors from non-
English speaking countries). The methodology of the study cannot 
distinguish between these hypotheses.

There are several ways of detecting generalized bias in peer review 
scores. These include experimental studies, comparisons between 
scores when reviewers are blinded to author characteristics and 

Table 4. Bias in mean scores for specific author-reviewer region 
pairs with uncorrected p-values <=0.05; * shows significant 
bias after application of the Bonferroni correction for multiple 
hypothesis testing (Frontiers α = 0.001; IEEE-Spain α < 0.0125; 
IEEE-International α < 0.0028).

Frontiers Bonferroni corrected alpha=0.0016

Author Reviewer N Difference p-Value Cohen’s d

E. Asia E. Asia 130 0.35 0.047 0.3

E. Asia S. Europe 34 -0.58 0.028 0.4

N. America E. Europe 36 -0.63 0.034 0.5

IEEE Spain Bonferroni corrected alpha=0.0125 

Author Reviewer N Bias p-Value Cohen’s d 

E. Asia S. Europe 46 2.34 0.005* 1.9

IEEE International Bonferroni corrected alpha=0.0028 

Author Reviewer N Bias p-Value Cohen’s d 

E. Asia N. America 31 1.06 <0.001* 0.9

E. Asia W. Europe 60 -0.46 0.048 0.4

N. America W. Europe 223 -0.29 0.04 0.2

S. Europe S. Europe 109 0.40 0.023 0.3

W. Europe S. Europe 153 -0.30 0.050 0.3

W. Europe W. Europe 344 0.28 0.026 0.2
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scores when they are not (e.g. 37,40), analysis of “natural experi-
ments” (as when a journal moves from single blind to double blind 
review (e.g. 29) and studies that control for the scientific quality 
of papers, through citations (e.g. 47,48). Such methods can pro-
vide valuable insights. However, experimental methods cannot be 
applied to operational review systems, “natural experiments” are 
rare, and the methods that use citations require that the papers in the 
experimental dataset should have attracted enough to make this into 
a reasonable measure of quality. The datasets in our own study – 
one consisting largely of recent papers, the others made up of 
papers in areas of computer science that attract few citations – did 
not allow this kind of control. This suggests that different methods 
of analysis are complementary, and that gaining a more complete 
picture of bias in peer review requires a plurality of methods.

In none of the datasets, did our study find evidence for a signifi-
cant interaction between author and reviewer gender. This finding 
matches results from a previous study which used the interaction 
between author and reviewer characteristics as a measure of bias42 
but contradicts findings from other authors (e.g. 37,40). The diffi-
culty of automated gender attribution weaken our conclusion for the 
Frontiers dataset. However, it is plausible that attribution of gender 
to first names that confused our automated system (mainly Asian 
names) is equally difficult for reviewers. Furthermore, the errors in 
the Frontiers dataset did not prevent the detection of a robust dif-
ference between the scores obtained by male and female authors, 
which random errors would tend to obscure. Thus, while we cannot 

completely exclude gender bias in the Frontiers review process, it is 
unlikely to have a major practical impact.

Our study also found no evidence for bias in terms of the language 
and prestige of author institutions and only weak evidence for 
regional bias. In the case of institutional prestige, it is possible, as 
in the case of gender, that errors in the input data may have masked 
some weak effects. However, it is extremely unlikely that they could 
have hidden effects with a major impact. 

These findings contradict results from previous studies (e.g. 
37,39,41,42). Given that the majority of studies showing bias are 
relatively old, it is possible that changes in social attitudes have 
reduced or eliminated some of the biases they observed. Further-
more, some of these studies (e.g. 30) measured general biases that 
were independent of reviewer characteristics, which, as explained 
earlier, would be invisible to the methodology used here. We sug-
gest, nonetheless, that, at least in the case of gender, general bias is 
implausible: it is difficult to believe that modern female reviewers 
are biased against female authors. Furthermore, the only bias we 
found (regional bias) affected only a very small proportion of the 
reviews in our datasets. If these findings are correct, the most par-
simonious summary of our results is that social bias plays at most a 
minor role in determining review outcomes. This is especially true 
for review systems with high acceptance rates where small biases 
are unlikely to affect final publication decisions. In more selective 
systems, small biases could have a larger practical impact.

Table 5. Summary of main findings.

Finding Frontiers IEEE 
(Spain)

IEEE 
(International)

Male first authors achieve higher scores than female first authors X X

There is no significant difference between scores from male and 
female reviewers X X X

There is no evidence of gender bias (significant interaction between 
author and reviewer gender) X X X

In a small number of cases, first authors from particular geographical 
regions score significantly higher or significantly lower than authors 
from all other regions. 

X X X

There are no significant differences between scores given by 
reviewers from different regions X X X

There is little or no regional bias (little or no evidence for interaction 
between author and review region) X X X

Authors from institutions in English-speaking countries score higher 
than authors in non-English speaking countries X N/A X

There is no significance difference between scores from reviewers 
from institutions in English and non-English speaking countries X N/A X

There is no significant language bias (no interaction between 
language of author and reviewer institutions) X N/A X

Scores for authors from institutions with high Shanghai rankings 
are significantly higher than scores for authors from lower ranking 
institutions 

X N/A X

There is no significant difference between scores from reviewers 
from institutions in different Shanghai categories X N/A X

There is no bias in terms of the Shanghai category of author and 
reviewer institutions (no significant interaction between them) X N/A X
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Our study found few significant differences between the scoring 
patterns of different categories of reviewer. This finding, which held 
for all three datasets, contrasts with previous studies showing sig-
nificant differences in scoring practices between male and female 
reviewers43,49 and between reviewers from different countries49. 
However, there have been relatively few studies dedicated to this 
topic, and even these do not show a major impact of reviewer char-
acteristics on publication decisions43. Taken together, these results 
suggest that editors should not be over-concerned with the gender, 
language or institutional affiliation of the reviewers they choose 
for particular papers, though it could be useful to ensure a good 
regional balance.

The review systems considered in our study are very different. The 
majority of papers in the Frontiers dataset came from the life sci-
ences; all the papers in the IEEE datasets were from specialized 
areas of computer science. Although all three systems in our study, 
use single blind review, Frontiers adopts a novel interactive review 
process, which may influence reviewer behavior, even in the first 
stage of the review process, which is not interactive. The confer-
ences in the IEEE (Spain) and the IEEE (International) datasets 
use a traditional approach. Authors and reviewers in the Frontiers 
and the IEEE International datasets come from all over world. The 
IEEE (Spain) dataset is dominated by authors and reviewers from 
Southern Europe. Despite these differences, analysis of the three 
datasets gave similar results. This suggests that the findings of 
this study could be valid for a broad range of peer review systems. 
The large size of the datasets used in the analysis (in total 12,943 
reviews of 5,753 papers) provides additional evidence of robustness. 
The main differences between the datasets were in their patterns of 
regional bias, which are different in each dataset. Unfortunately the 
many differences between the Frontiers and the IEEE systems make 
it impossible to untangle the roles of different contributory factors.

Our study does not evaluate the full set of potential biases described 
in the peer review literature. For instance, we do not consider con-
firmation bias or alleged reviewer biases in favor of positive results, 
sophisticated experimental and statistical methodology, or against 
interdisciplinary studies, replication studies, etc. These are impor-
tant limitations. A second limitation is that the study makes no 
attempt to control for the quality of papers, as testified, for example 
by citations. A third is that the study methodology has so far been 
tested with just three peer review systems, all applying to scientific 
papers, and all with relatively high acceptance rates. It is possible 
that other forms of peer review, such as peer review of grant appli-
cations, are subject to different forms of bias.

In conclusion, our study shows that authors’ personal characteris-
tics play an important role in determining the scores received in 
peer review, but finds no evidence that review results are influ-
enced by the personal characteristics of reviewers, and only weak 
evidence for social bias due to interactions between author and 
reviewer characteristics. These findings do not rule out generalized 
bias against authors with specific characteristics or forms of bias 
not considered in the study.
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I confirm that I have read this submission and believe that I have an appropriate level of 
expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard.

Version 1

Reviewer Report 13 February 2015
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© 2015 Patel J. This is an open access peer review report distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the 
original work is properly cited.

Jigisha Patel  
Biomed Central Ltd, London, UK 

In this paper the authors analyses the relationship between the attributes of authors and 
reviewers and reviewer outcomes in three datasets, one an innovative peer-review model and two 
which use traditional peer review. They find no evidence of gender or institutional bias and limited 
interaction between author and reviewer region. 
 
Although social bias in peer review has been investigated in the past, I think this study is timely 
and the question of whether this previously found bias still exists with changing social norms and 
values is interesting. However, there is a need for some clarification of the methods before the 
significance of the authors’ findings can be determined. 
 
Major revisions

The authors are very clear that their study investigates ‘bias’ as defined by the interaction 
between author and reviewer attributes, or bias as a function of reviewer characteristics (ref 
29). They make the point that their methodology cannot determine biases that are shared 
by all reviewers regardless of reviewer characteristics. In the Introduction, the authors 
switch between describing previous research on reviewer characteristics and previous 
research on author characteristics. For example, paragraph 2 is predominantly about 
studies of reviewer characteristics, but ends on author characteristics. Paragraph 3 appears 
to begins on author characteristics, but then cites studies on reviewer characteristics. It 
would be much easier for the reader to understand what contribution this study makes to 
the literature if the authors made a clearer distinction between current  evidence on 
reviewer characteristics (including those studies which looked at both reviewer and author 
characteristics) and other research on bias, which would include research focused only on 
author characteristics. 
 

1. 

As part of the peer review process for Frontiers reviewers can, if they wish, complete the 
ratings questionnaire shown in Fig 1 and it was these ratings that were used in the study 
analysis. 

2. 
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I think it would be useful for the authors to clarify the following:
Do Frontiers reviewers complete the rating independently of each other before the 
collaborative process? If this is the case, it is not clear to me why individual scores for each 
paper were averaged for the Frontiers dataset, but apparently not for the other two 
datasets. If the aim of this study is to investigate the interaction between reviewer 
attributes and those of authors, wouldn’t averaging the reviewer scores in this way 
confound this aim? 
 

○

Alternatively, if the ratings form is completed by reviewers after the collaborative process, 
how have the authors accounted for the potential confounding effect of the collaboration? 
 

○

Also, if reviewers complete the rating independently of each other, the characteristics of 
peer review for the Frontiers dataset used in this study are the same as that for the other 
datasets, i.e. it is single blind peer review. In all three datasets the reviewers are made 
aware of the authors names, but the authors do not know the reviewers’ – is that correct? 
 

○

In the discussion the authors state that the findings of this study could be valid for a broad 
range of peer review systems. However, this study did not include the interactive 
component of Frontiers peer review process, or if it did, it is not clear how. All three datasets 
appear to have used the single blind system of peer review. This statement in the discussion 
should be rephrased.

○

Minor 
 
Reference 31 is for a commentary. Can authors should provide the reference for the original 
Swedish study? 
 
Can the authors provide data on the error rate for their gender assignment process? 
I think the authors could provide a more informative title, for example, 'Bias in peer review: the 
interaction between reviewer and author characteristics.' 
 
Please note, I do not have the expertise to comment on the model and statistical analysis used in 
this study.
 
Competing Interests: I am an employee of BioMed Central, an open access publisher.

I confirm that I have read this submission and believe that I have an appropriate level of 
expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however I have 
significant reservations, as outlined above.

Author Response 27 May 2015
Richard Walker, Frontiers, EPFL Innovation Park, Lausanne, Switzerland 

We have now submitted a new version of our paper, which we have revised in the light of 
your comments, which we found extremely useful and constructive, though they caused us 
significant extra work. We are particularly grateful for your suggestions concerning the 
organization of the introduction to the paper, which we have attempted to take on board, 
and for your points on quality control (which were in the same spirit as comments from Lutz 
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Bornmann. Thanks to these suggestions, we found a number of problems with the data, 
which had previously passed unnoticed.

Comment: The authors are very clear that their study investigates ‘bias’ as defined by the 
interaction between author and reviewer attributes, or bias as a function of reviewer 
characteristics (ref 29). They make the point that their methodology cannot determine 
biases that are shared by all reviewers regardless of reviewer characteristics. In the 
Introduction, the authors switch between describing previous research on reviewer 
characteristics and previous research on author characteristics. For example, paragraph 2 
is predominantly about studies of reviewer characteristics, but ends on author 
characteristics. Paragraph 3 appears to begins on author characteristics, but then cites 
studies on reviewer characteristics. It would be much easier for the reader to understand 
what contribution this study makes to the literature if the authors made a clearer 
distinction between current evidence on reviewer characteristics (including those studies 
which looked at both reviewer and author characteristics) and other research on bias, 
which would include research focused only on author characteristics. 
 
This was an extremely useful suggestion. We have now reorganized our introduction 
to talk first about effects regarding author characteristics, then to interactions 
between author and reviewer characteristics and finally to the characteristics of 
reviewers. We believe the paper gains significantly in clarity from this reorganization. 
 

○

As part of the peer review process for Frontiers reviewers can, if they wish, complete the 
ratings questionnaire shown in Fig 1 and it was these ratings that were used in the study 
analysis. Do Frontiers reviewers complete the rating independently of each other before 
the collaborative process? If this is the case, it is not clear to me why individual scores for 
each paper were averaged for the Frontiers dataset, but apparently not for the other two 
datasets. If the aim of this study is to investigate the interaction between reviewer 
attributes and those of authors, wouldn’t averaging the reviewer scores in this way 
confound this aim? 
 
The ratings questionnaire is filled in in the initial non-interactive part of the review 
process. We have clarified this in the text. 
 

○

Also, if reviewers complete the rating independently of each other, the characteristics of 
peer review for the Frontiers dataset used in this study are the same as that for the other 
datasets, i.e. it is single blind peer review. In all three datasets the reviewers are made 
aware of the authors names, but the authors do not know the reviewers’ – is that correct? 
 
Yes this is correct. We have clarified our description of the Frontiers process to show 
that it is single-blind. 
 

○

In the discussion the authors state that the findings of this study could be valid for a broad 
range of peer review systems. However, this study did not include the interactive 
component of Frontiers peer review process, or if it did, it is not clear how. All three 
datasets appear to have used the single blind system of peer review. This statement in the 
discussion should be rephrased 
 

○
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The differences between the datasets concern not just the way the review is 
organized (interactive vs. non-interactive) but also the disciplines covered, and the 
geographical distribution of authors and reviewers. In the text, we clarify that all 
three review systems in the study are single blind. However, we hypothesize that 
reviewers preparing for an interactive process may behave differently from reviewers 
in a traditional review process. 
 
Reference 31 is for a commentary. Can authors should provide the reference for the 
original Swedish study? 
 
As you correctly note, the reference (now reference 30) was published in the form of a 
commentary. De facto, however, the article represents the first publication of results 
from an original study, which, to our knowledge was not published elsewhere, prior 
to the date on which the commentary appeared. 
 

○

Can the authors provide data on the error rate for their gender assignment process? 
 
On the basis of random sampling, we estimate errors rates of 7.5%, 0.0% and 5.2% 
for the Frontiers, IEEE (Spain) and IEEE (International) datasets respectively. We give 
these figures and discuss their significance in the text. 
 

○

I think the authors could provide a more informative title, for example, 'Bias in peer 
review: the interaction between reviewer and author characteristics.' 
 
We agree with this suggestion and have revised our title accordingly. It now reads, 
"Personal attributes of authors and reviewers, social bias and the outcomes of peer 
review: a case study".

○

 

Competing Interests: No competing interests were disclosed.
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© 2015 Bornmann L. This is an open access peer review report distributed under the terms of the Creative 
Commons Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited.

Lutz Bornmann  
Division for Science and Innovation Studies, Administrative Headquarters of the Max Planck 
Society, Munich, Germany 

Peer review is the most important instrument for assessing scientific research. However, the 
instrument is not without drawbacks. As the most important weaknesses, a missing reliability, 
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fairness and predictive validity have been seen1. The study of Walker, Barros, Conejo, Neumann 
and Telefont (2015) deals with the fairness of the peer review process: They investigated “social 
biases” in the processes of Frontiers - an open access publishing house with a novel interactive 
peer review process, and two peer review processes from Spanish and international computer 
science conferences. 
 
The study is very interesting. I recommend that the authors revise the manuscript according to 
the following points:

On page 5, Walker, et al. describe the process of normalizing authors’ and reviewers’ names. 
Here, Walker, et al. should ensure that the names are completely cleaned: the same author 
and the same institutional unit should receive the same name. A general problem of this 
kind of data from peer review processes is that they are not cleaned and contain several 
name variants. 
 

1. 

Walker, et al.  present their results with the reporting of statistical significance information. I 
recommend that not only the statistical, but also the practical significance of the results 
(effect sizes) should be reported.2,3,4 
 

2. 

In the Discussion section the following major limitation of the study should be mentioned: 
The quality of the papers was not controlled. For example, Bornmann and Daniel (2009)5 
and Bornmann and Daniel (2010)6 investigated the peer review processes of the Angewandte 
Chemie – International Edition and Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics. They considered 
citations for the single papers as a proxy for quality. Although citations measure only one 
part of quality (namely impact), it is more favorable to consider them than doing not. When 
examining the association of bias variables and peer review outcomes without controlling 
quality it is impossible to establish unambiguously whether a particular group of papers 
receives more favorable recommendations or decisions due to these variables, or if the 
more favorable recommendations and decisions are simply a consequence of the papers’ 
scientific quality.

3. 
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I confirm that I have read this submission and believe that I have an appropriate level of 
expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however I have 
significant reservations, as outlined above.

Author Response 11 Feb 2015
Richard Walker, Frontiers, EPFL Innovation Park, Lausanne, Switzerland 

I think these comments are very relevant and we will take them into account in the next 
version of our paper. As concerns the specific points you raise:

In our study, authors' and reviewers' names are relevant for gender assignment. 
Institution names are critical for assignment of language, region, and institutional 
prestige to author and reviewer institutions. Informal checks on our cleaning process 
suggest that it does not introduce substantial errors into our analysis. In the next 
version of our paper we will introduce more formal checks. 
 

1. 

We agree with the reviewer on this point. The next version of our paper will include 
estimates of the practical significance of our results.  
 

2. 

We completely agree with the reviewer that some differences in scores may be due to 
differences in scientific quality and tried to make this point in our text. In the next 
version, we will attempt to clarify this issue.

3. 
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Author Response 27 May 2015
Richard Walker, Frontiers, EPFL Innovation Park, Lausanne, Switzerland 

Thank you for your comments, which we found extremely useful and constructive. 
Particularly useful was your suggestion that we should include effect sizes in our analysis. 
This suggestion has been implemented in this revised version of our paper. We would also 
like to thank you for your suggestions regarding quality control, complementing similar 
suggestions from Jigisha Patel. Thanks to these suggestions, we found a number of 
problems with the data, which had previously passed unnoticed. All these changes have 
been incorporated in the new version of the paper which we have just submitted.

On page 5, Walker, et al. describe the process of normalizing authors’ and reviewers’ 
names. Here, Walker, et al. should ensure that the names are completely cleaned: the same 
author and the same institutional unit should receive the same name. A general problem 
of this kind of data from peer review processes is that they are not cleaned and contain 
several name variants. 
 
Thank you this comment, which, together with comments in a similar vein from 

○
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Jigisha Patel led us to conduct a thorough review of our data. The review found that 
errors in the normalization of author, reviewer and institution names and missing 
values led to down-stream errors in automated gender assignment and in the 
assignment of university rankings. In the case of the university rankings we were able 
to correct a number of errors. In the case of the gender assignment, this would have 
been too onerous to be possible. Instead, as suggested by Jigisha Patel, we used 
sampling to check the error rates in our data, which we report in our text, together 
with a discussion of their significance. 
 
Walker, et al.  present their results with the reporting of statistical significance 
information. I recommend that not only the statistical, but also the practical significance 
of the results (effect sizes) should be reported.2,3,4 
 
Thank you for this suggestion, which we have implemented in the revised version of 
our manuscript. We began by calculating Cohen's d for all our data. In the results and 
the discussion sections, we analyse the practical significance of the effects observed 
both in terms of the number of reviews concerned (which was always small) and the 
effects on publication decisions. In the cases we study, this was not large. However, in 
more selective review systems it could be larger. 
 

○

In the Discussion section the following major limitation of the study should be mentioned: 
The quality of the papers was not controlled. For example, Bornmann and Daniel (2009)5 
and Bornmann and Daniel (2010)6 investigated the peer review processes of the 
Angewandte Chemie – International Edition and Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics. They 
considered citations for the single papers as a proxy for quality. Although citations 
measure only one part of quality (namely impact), it is more favourable to consider them 
than doing not. When examining the association of bias variables and peer review 
outcomes without controlling quality it is impossible to establish unambiguously whether a 
particular group of papers receives more favourable recommendations or decisions due to 
these variables, or if the more favourable recommendations and decisions are simply a 
consequence of the papers’ scientific quality 
 
We now make explicit reference to this limitation in our text. We go on to explain that 
most of the papers in our datasets have very few citations. This means, that in our 
case, we are unable to use citations as a proxy for quality.

○
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